PARTICIPATORY FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

Recommendations for increasing the generalizability, relevance, and utility of clinical research call for pragmatic studies designed to answer specific questions faced by decision makers and for increased public participation in the research process. In particular, recommendations for reducing racial and ethnic disparities in health and health care, as well as similar disparities in clinical research participation, suggest that clinical researchers use community-based participatory research (CBPR). This type of research approach is recognized as particularly appropriate when studying health issues of groups that are traditionally disenfranchised, historically difficult to study, and poorly understood by society at large.
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True community-academic partnerships hold the most promise for achieving the “research-plus” goals of CBPR. However, reconceptualizing clinical research to include CBPR in its truest form represents a paradigm shift for the clinical research enterprise. Determining whether and how to incorporate CBPR into the clinical research enterprise will require deep consideration. Broadening the goals of clinical research to include direct social change and redefining the research process to include both community and academic partners requires an adaptation of the definition of valid clinical research that ripples through its design and practice. Since the ethics of research is intimately tied to the goals, design, and practice of research, adopting a CBPR approach also affects our understanding of ethical clinical research.

While the body of literature discussing the ethics of CBPR continues to grow, we are not aware of a specific attempt to provide a structure for analyzing the ethics of clinical research conducted in a CBPR paradigm. In this article, we adapt a framework articulating the ethics of clinical research to clinical research conducted in a CBPR paradigm. We hope that this preliminary work will spark future deeper work. In the meantime, we suggest that this adapted ethical framework can be used by community and academic partners as they evaluate whether to proceed with potential clinical research studies and as they work to enhance the ethics of clinical research projects conducted by the partnership.

METHODS

We start with a framework for ethical clinical research articulated by Emanuel et al that focuses on seven requirements: 1) social or scientific value, 2) scientific validity, 3) fair subject selection, 4) favorable risk-benefit ratio, 5) independent review, 6) informed consent, and 7) respect for potential and enrolled participants. Using this structure, we begin to specify how these seven ethical requirements might look for clinical research conducted using a CBPR approach, incorporating findings from the literature on the ethics of CBPR. We also identify some of the ethical and practical challenges based on our experiences as academics and community members working in CBPR and planning for clinical research that uses a CBPR approach.

Definition of Terms and Delineation of Scope

For this discussion, we assume the establishment of a long-term community-academic partnership that extends beyond any single research study (see Figure and Wells et al in this issue). We assume that this partnership group determines the range of research conducted under its auspices, providing both leadership and support for the research process.

To indicate the importance we place on true partnership and meaningful participation—as opposed to token partnership or partial participation—we prefer the term community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR). Throughout this article, we use CAPPR as a reminder that striving for full partnership and meaningful participation are assumed in our discussion.

We recognize that these are major assumptions. Probably the most difficult model to achieve is a true partnership between academic researchers and community members, even when it seems to be the most appropriate model. Nevertheless, we make this assumption to highlight the fact that even when a true partnership exists, community and academic partners must...
grapple with ethical dimensions of conducting clinical research.

We recognize a broad definition of community as populations that may be defined by geography, race, ethnicity, gender, illness, religion, or other health conditions or as groups that have a common interest or cause, such as health or service agencies and organizations, healthcare or public health practitioners or providers, policy makers, or lay public groups with public health concerns. For research aimed at reducing racial and ethnic disparities, it makes most sense to talk about racial and ethnic minority communities; for most of such research, community and academic partners will be in relatively close geographic proximity. Nevertheless, we intend our adapted framework to apply to clinical research with a broad range of communities. Lack of fit signals areas for future attention.

In our discussion, we use the term “community” to mean anyone who is legitimately representing a community. We recognize the debate over questions like “Who speaks for community?” and “How is community defined?” and we acknowledge that no community is homogeneous. Nevertheless, for purposes of our discussion, we assume that authentic community representation can be achieved, that there is such a thing as community voice, and that community leaders (in this case community partners in research) have permission to speak for community—though in practice, certainty about these issues is at best difficult to achieve, and in theory, the ability to have certainty about these issues is debated.

By clinical research, we mean any research aimed at improving diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of illness or understanding, maintenance, and promotion of health and well-being. This definition includes treatment or prevention intervention research (examples include efficacy trials, effectiveness trials, and dissemination research) or basic research (examples include epide-

miologic research and genetic research). However, not all types of research are amenable to a CAPPR approach, nor are all of them appropriate to conduct with racial and ethnic minority communities. Indeed, deciding about the appropriateness of any potential research study to conduct with a community is one of the tasks that faces community and academic partners who use a CAPPR approach.

Ethics Framework

Social or Scientific Value

As articulated by Emanuel et al., the requirement that research with human participants has social and/or scientific value suggests that clinical research should be undertaken only if designed to answer valuable questions aimed ultimately at improving our ability to diagnose, prevent, and treat illness or to understand, maintain, and promote health and well-being. Because clinical research carries research-related risks, it cannot be justified unless it has the prospect of contributing important knowledge. The ethical requirement that research studies have value rests on the need to avoid exploitation and use scarce resources responsibly.

Adopting a CAPPR paradigm suggests that, in addition to societal and scientific value, a clinical research study should have value to the community. Achieving the “research-plus” goals of CAPPR noted above would make research more valuable to community. However, short of this type of paradigmatic change, value of research to community can be enhanced in other ways.

Value is increased when research findings can directly guide community action. As originally articulated, CAPPR starts with questions initiated by community. For example, desire to improve the health of a community and its members can stimulate a community to seek out researchers to help them answer key questions. Recent applications of CAPPR to health research acknowledge that worthy questions may originate outside community, for example with researchers or funding announcements. Nevertheless, increasing the value of clinical research conducted with CAPPR means negotiating research goals. It also means rephrasing and reframing research questions that originate outside a community to include a community perspective, as well as adding additional research questions of importance to community that may not have occurred to academics. It means making research truly the responsibility of community as well as of academics.

Value is increased by processes and studies with potential to transfer knowledge in both directions—academics and community transferring knowledge to each other. Community knowledge, although it may not be academically grounded, has value in this knowledge transfer process. Knowledge transfer is iterative, ideally resulting in research goals, questions, theories, methods, and outcomes that transcend the individual perspectives of academics and community members working separately. However, negotiation and knowledge transfer take time, a major challenge when responding to granting agencies.

When a study has potential to increase community capacity it has increased value to community. For example, when products developed for a research study, like educational materials geared for a particular community, can remain in the community, the value of conducting that study increases. Similarly, a study has increased value if it increases a community’s capacity to conduct further clinical research locally, for example with material resources or training community members as research personnel. Since a single study never answers all questions, a study that pays attention to developing an infrastructure for conducting subsequent studies provides more value to a community than a study that does not provide for the possibility of subsequent
work. Over time the research infrastructure and personnel within a community can develop such that a community may be able to work with more than one academic partner, thereby decreasing reliance on a single academic partner for conducting research. Decreasing reliance on any single academic partner helps shift the balance of power between community and academic partners. Development of community capacity is a fundamental principle of CAPPR, and development of community research capacity should be one of the goals of clinical research that uses a CAPPR approach.

Ultimately, some studies with significant scientific and social value that are considered important by academic partners may be rejected by community partners. For example, academic researchers interested in reducing health disparities might want to set a foundation documenting the level of health disparities in a particular community, and funding agencies may request this type of preliminary data. However, community members might feel that they already know that disparities exist because they are living with them on a daily basis, and consequently might not see the value of conducting epidemiologic work that simply documents these disparities. Community members may be concerned that findings could stigmatize them or negatively affect them in some other way. Concern may exist that although an intervention is planned as a next step, the work may stop after initial data collection. Instead, communities might want to go straight to an intervention in attempt to resolve the disparities. Studies using CAPPR must accommodate these various perspectives; for example, research studies may be able to incorporate both data collection for basic research and intervention work.28

Taking a CAPPR approach to intervention research might aid uptake of a successful intervention in a community because uptake is facilitated among participants of research that establishes effectiveness.15,29 Research challenges arise, however, if a community wishes to study an intervention with limited efficacy data or requires that an intervention undergo significant adaptation prior to study. Unless such studies are designed to assess intervention effectiveness, the data generated may not be as valuable to science or society in general. For example, evaluation and case study research can provide information, particularly regarding lessons learned in success and failure, but findings may not be generalizable and therefore may be less interesting to academic researchers and research funders.

On the other hand, studies of an intervention that has proven effective may not be considered valuable to community because the community knows they will not have access to that intervention after the study is over. Sustainability is an important principle of CAPPR, but it remains a challenge in clinical research because of larger problems of poor access to health care. Communities often feel abandoned when a study is completed. If an intervention cannot be sustained, at the least results of a study that shows clear benefit to participants can be used to effect policy changes to support the intervention. Paying attention within the community-academic partnership to the importance of advocacy and policy actions may increase the value of the study to community.

For similar reasons, interventions that do not rely on experts but which can be carried out by community members may be more valuable to community—and more sustainable after the study is over. This fact may in part explain why many CAPPR health research projects rely on educational interventions or self-help interventions.30 True "translational" research—taking efficacious treatments and putting them into practice—may be difficult to carry out in a CAPPR paradigm, particularly if these efficacious treatments rely on expertise and infrastructure that are not available in community. Increasing the value of such studies may require partially adapting interventions to make use of existing community resources.

While sustainability increases the value of any particular study, requiring sustainability of every study is unrealistic. One accommodation may be to view sustainability achieved over time as an endpoint to a group of studies or a particular program of research conducted by a community-academic partnership.31

Attending to value as an ethical requirement also means that researchers who use community-academic partnerships to recruit a community as a site in a multisite study must pay careful attention to value from community perspective. Many such uses of a community-academic partnership are likely not to be a true application of CAPPR and may result in "community placed" research, unless the community or communities were part of the development of the study early on.20 Nevertheless, some such studies may hold enough value to a community to motivate serving as a site, even if they were not part of the initial development.

In summary, a CAPPR approach to clinical research considers community value in addition to scientific and social value. One way that a research project can add value to community is through the research-plus goals of CAPPR.

Scientific Validity

According to Emanuel et al,26 ethical research involving human participants requires design strategies sufficiently rigorous to provide a scientifically valid test of study hypotheses.26 Like value, validity is justified as an ethical requirement by the importance of using limited resources responsibly and avoiding exploitation.

Different research designs using qualitative, quantitative, and/or experi-
mental methods are used to answer different clinical research questions. Some studies test whether an intervention works, others test whether a known effective intervention can be implemented in a particular setting, and still others are designed to identify problems or study risk factors. While randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the most rigorous intervention study design, clinical research encompasses other intervention designs (eg, quasi-experimental, pre-post assessment, and evaluations of natural experiments), and non-intervention designs (eg, genetic epidemiology studies and observational studies). Similarly, CAPPR does not dictate any particular research design—various methods, from experimental to qualitative, can be used.12,15 Many CAPPR health studies use multiple methods.30

One of the challenges of multi-method studies arises from the different notions of validity that underlie different methods. For example, in addition to internal and external validity (familiar concepts to clinical researchers), theorists suggest that participatory research studies should aim for “authenticity” as a type of validity—measured by whether or not participants’ attitudes or beliefs change as a result of study participation and/or they adopt a study intervention after the study ends.31 Debates over what constitutes validity for clinical research conducted in a CAPPR paradigm parallel larger debates in research methodology, epistemology, and philosophy of science.32,33

Nevertheless, when clinical research uses a CAPPR approach, community should help decide on research design and methods. Certain designs or methods may not be acceptable to community—even if the alternative is that a study not be done. For example, RCTs are not always acceptable to research participants. Discussion of the rationale for randomization may increase understanding and acceptance rates.34–37 In communities that do not trust researchers, randomization and other “gold standard” clinical trial methods, like use of a placebo or “no intervention” arm, and blinding to intervention received, may be seen as taking advantage of research participants.28,38,39 Nevertheless, RCTs can be successfully implemented in CAPPR studies.30

Discussing research design issues with community partners provides an opportunity for community members to alert researchers to aspects of study design that are difficult to understand and/or seem unacceptable. At the very least, this discussion would lay groundwork for the type of explanations and discussions that will be important to the informed consent process for research (discussed below). It also allows partnerships to find designs that are more acceptable to the community. For example, some intervention studies have adopted crossover or staggered-start designs to give all participants access to study interventions.28,40 However, broadening access to an intervention limits the types of studies and interventions that can be considered. Community-academic partners should be careful not to confuse a research study with provision of an intervention that has proven effective. The primary purpose of intervention research is to answer the question of whether an intervention is effective (and sometimes whether it is safe) for a particular population; the study is being done because the answer is not known. To portray an intervention as having more evidence of effectiveness than it really does would be misleading, as discussed in the sections on favorable risk-benefit and informed consent below.

Choosing an intervention to study also has implications for validity. Negotiating though the type of interventions and level of supporting evidence that are acceptable to all partners will help determine how to move forward and maintain validity of the resulting research. For example, focusing on validity may lead academic partners to seem rigid, proposing strict limitations to the type of interventions and/or adaptations they are interested in considering. Challenges to scientific validity can arise when community requests that an intervention undergo significant adaptation before the study or wish to widely disseminate and study an intervention that has limited efficacy data. Even more difficult are situations in which community members prefer an intervention that has proven ineffective in another setting, and they have a strong belief that it might work and should be tested in their community. In these types of situations, trying to understand why the community thinks an intervention might work will be important. Having honest discussions about intervention choice and the implications intervention choice has for community and academic interest in moving forward, research design, and funding potential will be crucial.

These dialogues could serve as a stepping-stone to innovative research design and analytic strategies. Design and analytic innovations are frequently sparked by practical and ethical challenges.2,41–45 Because community members may be asking different questions or asking the same questions in a different way, community input up front will lead to research designs more likely to provide valid evidence for addressing community questions. Similarly, because CAPPR also focuses on the community as a unit of interest, research design and analytic strategies may need to accommodate both individual-level and group-level factors.42,46 These issues affect other research designed to answer questions for a group of participants in addition to providing generalizable knowledge; for example, quality improvement research also faces similar challenges.42

However, design and analytic innovations take time to develop and even longer to gain acceptance in the scien-
tific community. The added resources (time and money) needed for these steps makes this type of research more costly, and in that way may lessen the value of the research. Moreover, research must meet certain standards of rigor to pass scientific review for funding and publication; thus academics (particularly junior researchers) must be cautious about the types of study designs with which they become involved, a potential disincentive to participating in CAPPR.57

If CAPPR increases response rates and participation rates among groups that have been underrepresented in clinical research to date, scientific validity is enhanced. When taking a CAPPR approach increases trust within a community, participation rates can increase.48,49

Scientific validity also depends on valid instruments; validity of instruments depends on context and use.50–53 Instruments may be flawed for work conducted with some communities, in that they may not be attuned to that community’s context and culture. Even instruments with published robust psychometric properties may need adjustment,52–55 particularly when research is conducted with hard-to-reach individuals and/or communities, who likely were not included in the validation studies. Community members can help signal when an instrument lacks face validity and alert researchers that it may not be measuring what the researchers think it is.

If instruments need to be reassessed, community participation would be crucial to recalibrating them. Further, community members can ensure that content most relevant to community priorities is being measured. Thus, community can and should question academics about the content of proposed instruments and whether they have been developed and validated in their population. Researchers then have to be ready to talk with the community about instrument validity, where and with whom they have been used, and how valid they are for research with the community as well as whether content relevant to the community is covered.

The community can also help increase validity of interpretations of findings, particularly in observational and epidemiologic studies.59,56 Local understanding can contribute greatly to drawing connections that might otherwise be overlooked and to making recommendations with attention to importance as well as feasibility. Incorporating community interpretation also requires academic researchers who are able to embrace the culture of community and are open to and interested in community perspective while at the same time retain the capacity for reflective analysis.

In summary, the need for scientific validity challenges community and academic partners to communicate about issues such as research design, type of intervention, levels of evidence, choice of instruments, and acceptability of compromises for community and academics. Community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) also challenges clinical research to more fully consider “authenticity” as evidenced by belief, attitude, or behavior change, as a measure of valid research. Need for adaptation and flexibility to be acceptable to community can conflict with need for rigidity in the name of scientific validity. Challenges offered by CAPPR offer potential for innovation in research design and analysis.

**Fair Subject Selection**

As articulated by Emanuel et al,26 selection of participants for clinical research should be fair so that vulnerable or disadvantaged groups are not exploited. Fair subject selection is relevant to choice of comparison groups, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and recruitment strategies. Decisions regarding which groups should constitute the pool from which the research sample is drawn should be based primarily on scientific goals. Groups should not be excluded without good scientific rationale or high susceptibility to research risk that justifies their exclusion. In general, groups and individuals who bear the risks and burdens of research should be in a position to enjoy its benefits. Decisions about subject selection can affect the relation between research risks and potential benefits, thus ethical analyses of fair subject selection and weighing risks and potential benefits (discussed in the next section) are interdependent. Fairness as an ethical requirement rests on the principles that equals should be treated similarly and that burdens and benefits generated by activities requiring social cooperation, such as clinical research, should be distributed fairly.

When clinical research is focused on a particular racial or ethnic group, the rationale for doing so should be transparent and fair. Corbie-Smith et al57 propose three justifications for appropriate inclusion of a particular racial or ethnic group in research: 1) to test specific hypotheses about differences by race/ethnicity; 2) to generate hypotheses about possible differences by race/ethnicity; and 3) to ensure the just distribution of benefits and burdens of research participation, regardless of whether differences in outcome are expected by race/ethnicity; for example, participants should be selected such that results can be generalized to affected populations.58 Another potential justification for focusing on a particular racial or ethnic group in research derives from Rawls’ notions of justice as fairness. Such theories of justice support giving priority to improving the opportunities of those who are most disadvantaged and could support the choice to focus research on a particular racial or ethnic group that experiences health disparities as a matter of justice.59,60 Similarly, selection of a particular community over others serves to advance justice and can be considered fair, if the community was chosen under principles
of justice as fairness and key aspects of CAPPR (eg, increasing community capacity) are followed. While the community with which research is to be conducted is dictated in part by the makeup of the community-academic partnership, the type of research studies chosen should meet criteria for fair subject selection, and the selection process should involve both community and academic partners and be transparent.

Community members can contribute to fair subject selection in other ways as well. Community partners can help define what is considered fair with regard to how research is distributed within the community. For example, they may know that several research projects about youth violence are being conducted and alert researchers that another such study may not be acceptable at a particular time. Or, a proposal to focus a depression awareness study on women may be perceived as unfair, particularly if several other recent projects have focused on women’s needs. Such feelings of injustice can occur even when the choice meets criteria for fairness based on scientific grounds (eg, depression is more common in women than men) or if the choice was made for practical reasons (eg, availability of funds for such projects). Listening to these feelings of injustice can allow further thought to be given to making a project more inclusive, if possible. Similarly, community might have opinions about selection of a comparison group; depending on the comparison group, results of the research will make the community look resilient or filled with deficits.

Nevertheless, these types of decisions need to be made. Open discussion about such decisions and their rationale among community and academic partners must occur and acceptable resolution reached over fairness concerns before moving forward. Both community and academic partners must be able to defend their choices publicly to peer review committees and to funding agencies. Otherwise, research studies will not be funded. Similarly, they must be able to defend their choices publicly to the community. Otherwise recruitment and retention will be negatively affected, and community partners risk being perceived as co-opted by the research enterprise and lose permission from the community to serve as its advocate. For similar reasons, community input is critical on whether incentives or rewards for research participation ought to be used, and if so, what would be fair and acceptable.61

Community partners can also signal when processes for recruitment and enrollment may not be set up to be fair, even though they seem to be. For example, a study can have broad inclusion criteria, but to keep research costs down be conducted in a manner that is convenient to academic researchers (eg, conducted at university settings during work hours). Such a process will systematically exclude segments of the community and therefore cannot claim to be representative. Furthermore, while research costs might be less with such a design, some of the costs are shifted to participants—for example, time and travel to research sites. Conducting research close to the community and during hours when community members are available will enhance representativeness and fairness.

However, simply conducting research in community settings with community members may not address the diversity that exists within community. Research must take community diversity into account when assessing for fairness. Community members are likely to know the various subgroups and cultures that are important to consider in any particular research project. For example, community members may know that if a project is conducted in one part of the community, whole subsections of the community will, in effect, be excluded, because individuals would not cross the informal boundaries dividing the areas. However, community input is not a panacea; community members can also exclude subsegments, either consciously or unconsciously. Academic partners or other community members may be able to serve as a check against this.

Finally, recruitment and enrollment should be monitored for fairness in practice. Research regulations require enrollment monitoring according to prespecified criteria (eg, gender, age, race/ethnicity) to assess representativeness of a sample. Enrollment monitoring can also be used to encourage fairness.

Community can also help with monitoring recruitment and enrollment. For example, consciously or unconsciously held stereotypes may influence interactions between researchers and potential research participants, just as similar stereotypes influence healthcare provider and consumer decisions and actions. Having community partners assist in monitoring these research processes can identify an early signal that participants are included or excluded in a manner that is inappropriate or unfair. For example, community partners may notice when outreach workers tend to avoid certain types of individuals. Similarly, they may be the first to hear that transportation or childcare needs are keeping potential participants from being able to participate. Community members may lose trust in researchers and the research if steps are not taken to address such barriers and the stated reasons for lack of representative participation ends up blaming the individuals for being “missed.” Community members can see through phrases commonly used in research articles to explain why a sample missed certain types of individuals, such as “they were not available.”

Hiring and training community members who are qualified to carry out research functions, such as outreach, recruitment, and data analysis, may help
increase fairness. Identifying researchers who reflect the cultural and ethnic background of the community would also help. However, increasing the role of community members in the process of ensuring fairness in subject selection is not a cure-all; community members are not immune to stereotypes, bias, and community politics either.

Being prepared to address substantive issues of fairness, along with other issues that arise during the research process, requires determining a fair process for joint decision-making among community and academic researchers. In addition, both community and academic partners need to keep hard questions of what counts as fair—both substantive and procedural—on the table in an explicit manner.

In summary, in CAPPR with communities that experience disparities, fairness in subject selection takes into consideration issues of justice as well as science. In addition, it requires a fair process for joint decision-making among community and academic partners. While not all challenges to fairness can be resolved, identifying such concerns early in the process would allow further consideration by both community and academic partners on how to overcome them and/or whether the research ought to go forward if they cannot be resolved.

**Favorable Risk-Benefit Ratio**

Clinical research is considered to have a favorable risk-benefit ratio when risks are minimized and can be justified by the potential benefits to participants, if any, and the anticipated knowledge to be gained. As discussed by Emanuel et al., the ethical requirement to have a favorable risk-benefit ratio draws on the principles of nonmaleficence, beneficence, and avoiding exploitation. The ethical principle of nonmaleficence means that one must not inflict harm on others; in practice, this principle is carried out by working to minimize risks associated with research. The principle of beneficence means that one must act for the benefit of others; in practice, this principle is carried out by enhancing the potential benefits of the research. The principle of avoiding exploitation is carried out by working to ensure that the potential benefits of research outweigh the risks.

Adopting a CAPPR paradigm suggests that community should play a role in determining what counts as a risk posed by research, a benefit of research, and an appropriate balance between the two. These are not easy determinations for research in general. For research with communities that experience disparities in health and health care, these determinations have additional levels of complexity.

Traditional guidance suggests that research risk to individual participants be justifiable by potential benefit to the participant and/or by potential benefit of the research findings to the community or society. Recent debates in multinational research ethics argue over whether more benefit should accrue to participants and communities than traditionally considered necessary, particularly when research is conducted by researchers with power and resources in communities that have much less of both. As described above, with its commitment to research-plus, CAPPR holds with the theory that suggests that benefits other than knowledge are important goals of research. One challenge to the CAPPR paradigm lies in determining how research resources should be distributed between the research and the "-plus" aspects of any particular project.

Research can pose risks to communities that are quite separate from the risks to individuals. For example, the community as a whole can be at risk for stigma or discrimination that might result from research findings. For some communities, requiring a CAPPR approach is a direct response to such harms. Community partners should identify risks to the community and make sure that such risks are taken into consideration.

With all of the attention paid to community-level decision-making, that the actual research participants (subjects) bear the risks of the research must be kept in mind. Even when conducted in a CAPPR orientation, the community members who participate in a resulting research project as research subjects may not be the same community members who engaged in the design process. Research risks can be physical, psychological, economic, or social in nature. In addition to minimizing risks, burdens associated with research participation—such as travel to research sites, childcare for research visits, and large amounts of data collection—should also be minimized.

Determining whether an appropriate balance exists between potential benefits and risks of research for the individual research participants remains an important step. Again, the context of health and healthcare disparities adds complexity to this determination.

For example, questions arise regarding appropriate levels of risk and potential benefit for the individual research participants when studying a disease for which availability of affordable treatment or access to services to treat that condition is limited. Negotiating through acceptable levels of risk and benefits has major implications for the types of studies and the types of research designs that will be acceptable.

For example, as discussed previously, an epidemiologic study or needs assessment generally does not provide benefits to the research participants (i.e., treatments are not offered as part of the research). Benefits of the research are more indirect and include providing evidence of disease to inform and change policy and lay groundwork for developing accessible services; indirect benefit to participants include opportunities for health education and referral to services. Referral becomes ethically
problematic when services are not accessible. It raises concern over whether identifying an illness may carry risk for harm (e.g., stigma, psychological distress associated with knowing about an illness for which treatment is inaccessible, employment discrimination, etc.), for which the indirect types of benefits described above are not sufficient. Providing access to services and/or treatments within research that are not easily accessible within a community raises other ethical concerns. For example, it raises concerns that individuals will participate in research that they would not otherwise, simply to get services, as discussed below. It also raises concerns over what to do about lack of continued services after the research project is completed. Community partners can help identify available resources for referrals and/or ways to use community networks to try to attain additional resources. However, in many cases, providing additional resources and continued services will not be possible, at least in the short term. As noted above, these types of issues are hotly debated in the context of multinational research.

Determining how to proceed in these situations is not easy. In CAPPR, the community and academic partners must decide whether to abandon such a study and forego even the indirect benefits that could accrue or negotiate a change in the project. As discussed earlier, CAPPR partners may prefer to study interventions that they know can be sustained with available community resources, rather than spending a lot of time and energy trying to sustain an intervention that requires a lot of additional resources. Some CAPPR projects have found a way to conduct basic research in a manner that also brings some benefit to individuals from intervention work.  

However, doing so also has implications for research resources and types of expertise required for a project. These dilemmas also underscore the importance of advocacy and policy change as part of the research-plus goals of CAPPR.

As discussed above, increasing the value of research to a community automatically increases the potential for a community to benefit from a research study. Nevertheless, research value should not be weighed against research risks. For example, defining capacity development as a value of clinical research conducted with a CAPPR approach (rather than as a benefit of research) lessens the temptation to trade off the “benefit” derived from capacity development for research risks.

When clinical research uses a CAPPR approach, community and academic partners together should identify and balance risks and potential benefits of research for the community as well as potential participants. Together they should monitor for adverse effects of research on the community as a whole and on individual research participants. And together they should develop and carry out appropriate methods for dealing with adverse effects.

Community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) partners must be prepared for the difficult conversations and negotiations that finding a favorable risk-benefit ratio will present. Community and academic partners must be careful not to accept too much risk or be too protective on behalf of community members. Community partners must take care to stay within the bounds of the role they are given permission by community to play. Community partners who overstep these formal and informal bounds risk losing the ability to serve as gatekeeper and caretaker for community. While community and academic partners make many decisions on behalf of the community about acceptable levels of risks and value of potential benefits, both community and academic partners must take care to avoid being overly protective or overly permissive.

In summary, when clinical research is undertaken using a CAPPR approach, community partners should help identify and balance risks and potential benefits of research for the community as well as potential participants. This process is difficult in most clinical research but is particularly complex for research with communities that experience disparities in health and health care. Both community and academic partners must be prepared for the difficult conversations and negotiations that finding a favorable risk-benefit ratio will present.

Independent Review

To enhance the protection of human research participants, clinical research should be reviewed by people not otherwise involved with the research and approved before being implemented. As articulated by Emanuel et al., the justification for independent review as an ethical requirement rests on the values of public accountability and minimizing the influence of potential conflicts of interest.

In the United States, independent reviews of research are conducted by multiple different committees (e.g., scientific review committees, institutional review boards (IRBs), data and safety monitoring boards, etc). These reviews focus on scientific and ethical issues. An independent community review board could also review research projects for issues that affect the community and for ethical content and human subjects’ protections from a community perspective. It could also review for adherence to the principles of CAPPR. As mentioned above, community review serves a gatekeeping function for community-placed research that has not been designed according to CAPPR principles yet warrants community consideration for potential participation.

Nevertheless, even projects truly developed in the spirit of CAPPR stand to benefit from independent community review—whether such review is conducted by a committee or in a more public community forum. For example,
in Witness for Wellness, a community-academic partnership developed to address depression in the south Los Angeles community (for details, see Bluthenthal et al in this issue [69] in which two of the co-authors are involved as a lead community partner (LJ) and ethics consultant (DTC), formal independent community feedback on project work plans was sought in a public community forum at an interim “report back” and at a one-year review. Goals of such activities include sharing with community how to review research and for community and CAPPR partners to participate in a shared exchange of views and reviews of the research risks and potential benefits. This process also gave the CAPPR partners guidance regarding which project ideas would have broader community support in moving forward.

Both community and academic partners become invested in a research project as it develops, and human nature is to have blind spots. Independent community review would increase accountability to community as well as help point out blind spots and help minimize potential conflicts of interest on the part of both community and academic partners. However, community review presents challenges if some community members object to what other community members feel is justified and important to do. Dealing with issues of who speaks for the community and figuring out how to handle these types of conflicts is a well-described challenge with community review. [70–72]

Another challenge stems from the fact that community members would likely be donating time for such activities, which they would be taking on in addition to their regular jobs. Just as it can be difficult for academics to devote the time and energy to serve on such review committees (even so, it is done within the context of their job description), consideration must be given to how community members can realistically participate in independent review. This challenge is compounded by the fact that research developed in a CAPPR approach evolves in an iterative manner; thus community review may need to happen at multiple stages of the process.

To summarize, in addition to independent scientific and ethical review, CAPPR projects benefit from independent community review. Such processes can provide educational opportunities for community members but face challenges of respecting community members’ time and input.

**Informed Consent**

Informed consent is one of the most well-recognized requirements of ethical research. In the informed consent process for a study, research participants, when appropriate, should receive a thorough and understandable disclosure of the purpose of the research, the procedures that will be administered, the risks and potential benefits of research procedures, and information regarding the voluntary nature of research participation, alternatives to research participation, and the ability to withdraw from research. As explicated by Emanuel et al, [26] the requirement for informed consent in clinical research embodies the ethical value of respecting persons and their right to make autonomous decisions that are consistent with their own values, interests, and preferences.

The requirement for informed consent for research in CAPPR efforts can be complicated by the difficulty of deciding what parts of the effort are research and what parts are non-research activity and action. Indeed, one of the fundamental principles of CAPPR is to break down barriers between research and action. However, different legal and ethical requirements pertain to activities that are research as compared to community development, community advocacy, or other “actions”; the legal requirement for informed consent is one that differs between research and these other activities. Trying to untangle research from other activities for purposes of obtaining research informed consent ultimately may not be worth the effort, however, as is the case with some public health activities. [73] Informed participation in any activity conducted by the community-academic partnership shows respect for participants, and if activities are undergoing process evaluation, written consent may be necessary regardless. However, for definable research activities, getting research informed consent from research participants for that research activity is necessary, unless the legal requirement for informed consent is waived by an IRB or its designate.

In preparing for the informed consent process for intervention studies, the research team should know that many people mistakenly believe that clinical care received in the context of clinical research is no different from regular medical care. This misconception, termed the “therapeutic misconception,” is not uncommon. [74,75] However, even studies designed within a CAPPR paradigm that strive to attain more local value or benefits for research participants than traditional clinical research can differ from regular medical care in crucial ways. Treatment alternatives may be randomly assigned, participants and the research team might be blinded to which alternative is received, placebo or no treatment arms might be used, and protocol-driven limitations may be placed on the types and doses of interventions. Furthermore, as discussed above, participants may not be able to continue getting the research intervention after the research study ends, even if it seems to be working for them, because it is not otherwise accessible. Some individuals who participate in a research study to get access to care that they could not get otherwise, perhaps because they lack health insurance, may once again not be able to get any care once the study ends. If a study is designed with these features, it is crucial...
that participants are aware of them from the beginning.

Providing sufficient information about these issues is important in all research. However, in research conducted by community-academic partners, ensuring adequate appreciation on the part of individual participants of these research constraints takes on a particular urgency; the trust placed in their community leaders who are research team members to completely protect them and inform them may lead participants to pay less attention to these types of issues for themselves. These concerns are similar to those that arise when patients’ trust that their physicians have considered their best interests in advising them about research lead them to pay less attention to the research informed consent process.76

Issues of voluntariness can also be particularly acute for research conducted with communities that experience significant healthcare disparities.77–79 Community partners can help determine ways to ensure that refusing to participate in research would not keep an individual from getting care they would get otherwise, as well as ways of ensuring that community members understand that they have a right to refuse to participate in research.

The federal regulations governing informed consent for research state, “The information that is given to the subject or the representative shall be in language understandable to the subject or the representative.”80 Written consent forms are generally a required part of the research informed consent process, though in some cases oral consent is allowed. Despite vigorous efforts to ensure that consent forms are written in language that is easy to understand (see for example, guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, www.cdc.gov) these forms are notoriously difficult to comprehend.81,82 Even forms written at the commonly accepted standard of an 8th grade reading level may have little meaning in communities with high levels of illiteracy and innumeracy.83,84 For example, 48% of US adults, and 84% of adults in south Los Angeles, cannot read well enough to use a bus schedule85—what is the meaning of a written consent form for these individuals? Community partners can help design innovative methods for informing community members about research that are consistent with community norms around communication.86,87 Checklists and pictorials, in addition to oral methods, for imparting information developed conjointly by community members and academics can be used during the consent process to ensure that participants fully understand the important pieces.81 Advertisements, the first step in the informed consent process, must portray research honestly88; community partners can help determine how best to do so. Challenges arise when academic IRBs are not willing to accept innovative, community-developed informed consent procedures. These innovations can, and should be, evaluated.89,90 Such approaches toward informed consent take significant amounts of time, perhaps much more time than is typically devoted to the process in traditional research.

Informed consent is an ongoing process. In studies carried out with community, both study participants and the larger community must have accurate information about a study and be informed of any new information that would affect decision-making about a study. Community partners can be helpful in accessing community channels for maintaining accurate study-related information within a community. These channels could be important for managing confusion and/or misinformation resulting from news stories that could negatively affect a study. For example, recent news stories about harmful effects of COX-2 inhibitors would raise concerns and engender questions about any studies using these agents.91 If necessary, community and academic partners could pull together to rapidly develop and disseminate accurate information to study participants and other community members. Similarly, community partners can assist in managing rumors about a research study.81 Informal sources of information about a study are frequently inaccurate and could negatively affect a study, which would necessitate rumor management. Community partners should keep their ears open for any rumors or other misinformation.

In summary, CAPPR can improve the informed consent process by developing innovative methods that are consistent with community norms around communication. In addition, community partners are able to disseminate information through community channels and help manage misinformation and rumors about research. Community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) partners may need to work with IRBs to implement innovative methods.

Respect for Enrolled and Potential Research Participants

As articulated by Emanuel et al,26 individuals must be treated with respect from the time they are approached for consideration of research participation (even if they refuse enrollment), throughout their participation, and after their participation ends.

In part, this requirement underlies all the previously discussed ethical requirements. Specific examples include adopting measures to maintain privacy and confidentiality, informing participants of any new information about risks and potential benefits of research procedures, disclosing what has been learned from the study, and carefully monitoring participants’ conditions during research participation. Respect for individuals also includes permitting research participants to reconsider and to withdraw from a study without penalty. If participants are diagnosed with a new condition as a result of their
participation in research, the researchers should refer them for appropriate treatment and services. To recognize research participants’ contributions, a mechanism should be in place to inform them of what was learned from the research, if so desired by the participants.

Conducting research with communities that experience disparities in many arenas related to racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic factors highlights specific challenges with regard to respect. For example, researchers working with communities that lack access to quality health care may feel pulled toward trying to build extra medical care into research projects. While the pull to take such actions is motivated in part by respect for research participants as persons and desire to respond to their human needs, both community and academic partners must remember that while clinical care may be received within the context of a clinical research study, the primary purpose of a clinical research study is not and should not be to provide medical care. Research resources and funds are not unlimited, and using them to provide medical care will very quickly deplete them. For example, referral lists and assistance in gaining access to needed services for problems not related to the research might be considered reasonable to provide in the context of a study, even though actual medical care for such problems may not be reasonable to provide in the study. Respect should also be a reminder to the research team that advocating for needed medical care is an extension of their ethical responsibilities within a CAPPR paradigm.

Another area of respect for participants pertains to data collection. Academics frequently try to collect all information in one study. The traditional view is that participant recruitment and enrollment is the most costly part of the research, and to make research worthwhile for the funder and researcher, as much information should be obtained from each participant as possible. However, the community may feel drained by long data collection and feel that their time is not being respected. Community may favor shorter, more frequent studies, understanding that community change takes place slowly and incrementally. In addition, data collectors—whether community members or academics—must respect the research participants they are working with. If they have negative stereotypes about participants, these could come through and affect the quality of data collected.

In another example, maintaining confidentiality of research participants, whether or not the information collected is considered sensitive, is a part of respecting research participants as persons. Mechanisms for maintaining confidentiality include use of codes, rather than names or other identifying information, when storing data and limiting access to individual identifying information to a select few on the project. Maintaining confidentiality of research participants is somewhat easier when no overlap in social circles exists between the research participant and research team members. In CAPPR, for example, maintaining confidentiality of research data can be tricky when community members collect and analyze research data as part of the research team, particularly in tight-knit communities. For example, some pieces of information may be enough to enable another community member to recognize a research participant, even if the information has been stripped of identifying information. In another example, research studies sometimes collect “locator guides”—contact information of family and friends for use in locating a research participant for follow-up. Even this information may have different meaning and different ramifications when other community members can access this information as members of the research team. Limiting access to information collected as part of research may be perceived as unfair or disrespectful of community research partners. Open discussion and education about the importance of respecting and maintaining confidentiality in research is crucial for all members of the research team—both academic and community. In addition, defining what this means within a CAPPR context and developing mechanisms for appropriately maintaining confidentiality of research data will require input from academic and community partners.

As mentioned earlier, the need to draw firm boundaries at times between research and action might be particularly difficult in clinical research conducted within a CAPPR paradigm, since the general orientation of CAPPR is to break down such boundaries. In addition, for community partners who are walking the line between community advocate and member of the research team, drawing such boundaries may leave them at risk for being perceived as having “sold out” and failed the community. Thus, both academic and community partners must talk openly about these types of decisions, understand the rationale that underlies various choices and concerns raised by them, be transparent about the decision-making process, be able to explain their choices and the rationale that underlies them, and be prepared to support each other as these difficult decisions are carried out.

Since CAPPR also recognizes community as a unit of identity, some activities necessitated by respect for participants should also extend to the community. For example, just as research participants should be informed of what was learned from research, in CAPPR, research results that are of importance to the community should be disseminated to the community. This principle of CAPPR rests on the same ethical value of respect for persons. Just as researchers must protect the welfare of participants, attention should also be paid to protecting the welfare of
community. As described above, this is accomplished in part by attending to community risks when designing and evaluating clinical research studies. Another way to show respect for community is to hire and train community members who are qualified to carry out research functions, such as outreach, recruitment, and data analysis, to be part of the research team. Identifying researchers who reflect the cultural and ethnic background of the community may also help. However, simply hiring community members to be part of the research team and/or identifying researchers who reflect the cultural and ethnic background of the community does not ensure respect for community or for research participants.

Reaching the stage within a CAPPR partnership in which conducting a clinical research study becomes possible requires much groundwork. One crucial aspect of this groundwork is mutual respect among partners based on trust and trustworthiness. While respect among research partners is not technically a form of “respect for research participants,” it is a critical underpinning for ethical CAPPR. In the context of the traditional clinical research enterprise, respect among research team members is an implicit value. For clinical research conducted with CAPPR, explicit attention to developing mutual respect and trust among the community and academic partners becomes critical. As articulated by Emanuel et al., respect as an ethical requirement for research participants, trust among the community requires open discussion and negotiation. Trust and respect developed by one group of researchers does not automatically extend to their colleagues; each researcher must establish his/her own credibility with the community. A researcher can be welcomed by and feel included in a community, but only with trust. Once trust is lost, a researcher can find him/herself unwelcome very quickly. Similarly, community partners also must establish that they can be trusted. Academics may prefer community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) partners should also remember that academia is a culture unto itself, and misunderstandings and conflicts can result from clashes between community culture and academic culture, quite separate from other types of cultural differences. In some ways, the constant attention to process and observation of self and others that accompanies participation in a CAPPR effort is akin to that accompanying the research technique of participant-observation, which requires an understanding of the effects that participation and observation have on the processes being observed. The ability of the partners to explicitly acknowledge that conflict is inevitable and define a process together for handling conflict when it arises will be crucial to the long-term success of the partnership.

Recognizing the capacity for resilience and supporting resiliency of both community and academics are also aspects of respect. For communities, provides a set of principles which, if embraced, go a long way toward laying the groundwork for mutual trust and respect.

Mutual trust and respect also depend on paying explicit attention to differences in culture and life experience among the various partners. Differences in cultural norms and misunderstandings can lead to a sense of disrespect when none was intended. Stereotypes, formed and reinforced by our culture, influence how we think and behave. Our life experiences affect what we perceive. Respect for cultural differences means explicitly acknowledging the impact of racial, ethnic, and gender diversity within the research partnership and between the research team and study participants. In particular, this respect means developing an openness toward addressing the potential for institutionalized, personally mediated, and/or internalized racism/sexism or perceptions of racism/sexism to enter into the dynamics of the partnership and/or the research study at any point. Community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) partners should acknowledge that conflict is inevitable and define a process together for handling conflict when it arises will be crucial to the long-term success of the partnership.
the challenge is for the partnership to attend to a community’s strengths rather than just its deficits. Focusing on deficits appeals to funders of research but exaggerates the weakness of the community and diminishes its strengths. Respect also requires acknowledging the strengths of the community that could be enhanced if particular interventions were put into place.

Both community and academic partners also need recognition and support of their resiliency in conducing CAPPR. When academics come to a community, they have to be given support to bounce back when the community challenges their worldview or when interactions with the community are difficult. Academics need encouragement not to give up, not to go back to traditional models, but rather to stick with the CAPPR process and find solutions to conflicts. This adherence is particularly important because significant institutional disincentives prevent academics from engaging in CAPPR. Academic promotion is not yet prepared for CAPPR, and CAPPR takes more time and more money than traditional research. The seven-year “publish or perish” rules of academic promotion may not be flexible enough to allow for the great length of time CAPPR takes. Academics may have to place their career advancement on hold to put in the extended hours required to build the trust and long-term community relationships through which dialogue and partnership can happen. The novelty of CAPPR research methods might not be valued in the academic promotion process by academic peers trained in traditional methods. Thus, CAPPR is higher risk for academics than is traditional research.

Along these same lines, that CAPPR requires much community time and effort should not be forgotten. As mentioned above, many community members donate time and effort for these activities separate from their regular jobs. When community members donate time and effort to facilitate research, respect suggests that academics should also give back to community. As discussed above, achieving the “-plus” goals of CAPPR is one way to do this. In another example, academics can work with community to write a research grant to conduct a project of its own or a service grant to help bring needed services to the community.

Several community-academic partnerships that used a CAPPR approach have developed guiding principles. Jointly developed by community and academic partners, they provide a venue for working through aspects of procedural justice as they are establishing guidelines for the future. Nevertheless, many situations arise that guiding principles have not anticipated. In these cases, open communication and mutual respect are crucial to maintenance of trust among partners.

In summary, the ethical requirement of respect as articulated by Emanuel et al is described primarily in terms of the relationship between the research team and the research participants. In CAPPR, the community and research partners must also be approached with respect. Negative prior experience with research, or knowledge about prior unethical research, has left some communities feeling vulnerable and distrustful of researchers. Researchers have also had experiences with communities that have left them feeling unappreciated. Community and academic partners must be willing and prepared to handle these types of situations. Thus, for CAPPR, we suggest amending this requirement to incorporate respect for research partners in addition to respect for enrolled and potential participants, as well as respect for the community.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

Community-academic partnered participatory research (CAPPR) has potential to be an exciting and enriching approach to clinical research. Emanuel et al’s framework articulating seven requirements for ethical clinical research is easily adaptable for CAPPR (see the Table). In adapting this framework, we find that six of the requirements are flexible enough to accommodate the needs of CAPPR to view the community as a unit that is more than the sum of its individual members. Thus, we do not rename these requirements; they remain: (1) social or scientific value, (2) scientific validity, (3) fair subject selection, (4) favorable risk-benefit ratio, (5) independent review, and (6) informed consent. We suggest that the seventh requirement, respect for potential and enrolled participants, be amended to “respect for potential and enrolled participants, community, and research partners” to acknowledge that separate attention should be paid to relationships on these three levels.

As with any ethics framework, suggested actions and decisions will conflict at times. When this happens, those involved must talk about how to balance the various ethical values and how to make the necessary trade-offs. However, not all conflicts are ethical conflicts; miscommunication and misunderstanding underlie many seemingly ethical conflicts. Ethics consultation can help by teasing out various contributors to seemingly ethical conflicts, identifying when true conflicts among ethical values exists, and helping to weigh and balance conflicting values within a situation.

While we present examples of how these ethical requirements might look in a CAPPR context, we do not suggest that our discussion represents anything more than broad applications. Furthermore, we have no pretense of being definitive. Each partnership must determine more specifically for each clinical research study they propose to undertake how to meet these ethical requirements and how to prioritize conflicting values. In addition, deeper
### Seven Requirements for Ethical Clinical Research Adapted for CAPPR* Approaches

#### EXAMPLES OF ETHICS APPLICATIONS AND CHALLENGES OF CAPPR APPROACHES TO CLINICAL RESEARCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Examples/Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social or Scientific Value</strong></td>
<td>- Research questions should have scientific or health decision-making value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Research questions should have value to the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- &quot;Research-plus&quot; goals of CAPPR increase value of research to community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Research that develops community capacity increases value to community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sustainability increases value to community and research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenges when studies that have value for community are not considered valuable from scientific or societal perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- &quot;Research-plus&quot; has implications for distribution of research resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific Validity</strong></td>
<td>- Research must be scientifically valid to be ethical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community should have a role in deciding on research design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Certain designs may not be acceptable to community—even if the alternative is that a study not be done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Scientific validity is enhanced when response rates and participation rates increase among groups traditionally underrepresented in clinical research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community can identify when an instrument lacks face validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community can ensure that content most relevant to community priorities is being measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community input can increase validity of interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Ethical and practical challenges can ultimately lead to research design and analytic innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Academic promotion may not be ready for designs with less rigor but more community acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fair Subject Selection</strong></td>
<td>- Subject selection should be based primarily on scientific goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Focus on particular racial/ethnic groups and focus on particular community may be justifiable as fair when chosen for reasons of justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Important to consider how distribution is within the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community might have opinions about selection of comparison groups—depending on comparison group, results of research will make the community look resilient or filled with deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Simply conducting research in community settings with community members may not address the diversity that exists within community—processes for recruitment and enrollment may not be set up to be fair, even though they seem to be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community can help with monitoring for fairness of recruitment and enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community input critical on whether incentives or rewards for research participation ought to be used, and if so, what would be fair and acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hiring and training community members to carry out research functions, such as outreach, recruitment, and data analysis, may help increase fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Favorable Risk-Benefit Ratio</strong></td>
<td>- Research risk to individual participants must be justifiable by potential benefit to the participant and/or by potential benefit of the research findings to the community or society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Since CAPPR attends to community as a unit of importance, risks and potential benefits to community should be considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenge to determining appropriate risks, benefits, and risk-benefit ratio in communities that lack access to healthcare services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Review</strong></td>
<td>- Independent review for scientific and ethical aspects of research is important to enhance public accountability and minimize influence of potential conflicts of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Independent community review enhances transparency and accountability to community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- An independent community review board could also review research projects for issues of impact on community and community protection as well as importance, ethical content, and human subjects protections from a community perspective—covering the six other elements of ethical clinical research as described in this paper, as well as ensuring adherence to the principles of CAPPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informed Consent</strong></td>
<td>- Informed consent respects research participants’ rights to make autonomous decisions that are consistent with their own values, interests, and preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community can help design innovative ways to enhance informed consent (eg, checklists, pictorials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community partners can help manage misinformation and rumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community channels can be used to rapidly disseminate important new information to community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenge when IRBs not willing to accept community developed innovative informed consent procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenge created by overlap between research activities and practice activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenge if trust in community partners leads some research participants to pay less attention to risks for themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consideration of the ethical challenges that CAPPR presents to the clinical research enterprise is essential.

We believe that our adapted framework can serve to structure the research ethics discussion during the period of rapprochement between the clinical research and CAPPR enterprises. We suggest that community and academic partners can use the table as a tool for working through the seven requirements for their own projects, using our examples as a springboard for developing specifics that are important to their partnership and their project. As the field gains more experience with conducting clinical research that uses CAPPR approaches and tests the utility of ethical frameworks like this one, constructive critiques and new ideas will emerge. We welcome the conversation and dialogue that ensue.
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